We used mean-field theory based on the Bogoliubov inequality for the Gibbs free energy to examine the magnetic properties of a mixed spin-5/2 and spin-7/2 Blume-Capel ferrimagnetic system. The thermal behaviours of the system magnetization are classified according to the extended Néel nomenclature. The system exhibits compensation phenomena where a complete cancellation of sublattice magnetizations is observed below the critical temperature. Temperature-dependent phase diagrams are constructed for the case of unequal sublattice crystal field interactions. Under appropriate conditions, our calculations reveal first-order transitions in addition to second-order ones previously observed in Monte Carlo simulations. 1 Нацiональна вища школа енергетики та процесiв науки (ENSGEP), унiверситет м. Абомей, Республiка Бенiн 2 Iнститут математики i фiзичних наук (IMSP), Республiка Бенiн 3 Унiверситет м. Абомей-Калавi, фiзичний вiддiл, Республiка Бенiн 4 GSMC, факультет природничих наук i технологiй, унiверситет Марiана Нгуабi, Браззавiль, Конго i LMPHE, факультет природничих наук, унiверситет V Мохаммеда, Рабат, Морокко 5 Унiверситет Ерджiєс, фiзичний вiддiл, 38039, Кайсерi, Туреччина
Introduction
Due to its theoretical interest and practical applications, the Blume-Capel (BC) model [1, 2] attracted intense attention in the last decades. It has been successfully used to describe cooperative physical systems, in particular multicomponent fluids, ternary alloys, 3 He- 4 He mixtures and various magnetic problems [3] . The original model Hamiltonian comprises a single-ion anisotropy parameter and spin operators that can take the values ±1, 0. The generalization of the BC model for spin values larger than 1 has been investigated in detail through different approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] (see [11] and references therein). Extension of the model to study two-sublattice mixed-spin systems with unequal magnetic moments or multiple layered structures of different magnetic substances has been a field of growing interest in recent years [12] [13] [14] due to their practical utilities such as in thermomagnetic recording, electronic and magneto-optical readout devices [15] [16] [17] . Indeed, many novel phenomena not observed in single-spin Ising systems were displayed, such as: giant magnetoresistance [18] , surface magnetic anisotropy [19] , etc. Under appropriate conditions, these systems exhibit a compensation temperature where the total magnetization vanishes below the critical temperature. The existence of compensation phenomena in ferrimagnets has a technological significance [15] [16] [17] since a small amount of driving field is needed to achieve magnetic pole reversal or the sign change of the global magnetization. At compensation points, the system cannot interact with external fields. The effect of the single-ion anisotropy (crystal field) strength on critical and compensation properties has been theoretically studied by several authors using statistical-mechanical techniques: mean-field (MF) theory [20, 21] , Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [22, 23] , effective-field (EF) theory [24, 25] , Bethe lattice approach with exact recursion relations [26, 27] , etc., (see detailed references in [28] ). An obvious way to solve the two-dimensional mixed spin Ising model is to map it onto an exactly solved one. Such a method has been considered to solve the mixed spin-1/2 and spin-S (S > 1/2) Ising models on the honeycomb lattice [29] . Quite recently, Bahlagui et al. [30, 31] addressed the mixed spin (5/2, 7/2) Ising ferrimagnet on a square lattice by means of standard MC simulations. This mixed Ising system could describe several bimetallic molecular systems-based magnetic materials, in particular the GeFeO 3 as shown by the application of the Hund's rule to the Fe and Ge ions. The existence of compensation temperature in this system has been pointed out and its behaviour studied as a function of the strength of single-ion anisotropy.
In this work, using MF approximation, we studied the effects of two different crystal field interactions on the magnetic behaviours of the same system investigated by Bahlagui et al. [30, 31] . Our calculations revealed some outstanding features of the system not previously investigated as the temperature phase diagrams and the existence of first-order transitions in the model. It is also revealed that the temperature dependence of the global magnetization could be classified in the framework of the Néel nomenclature. The calculated temperature phase diagrams are illustrated in the plane of reduced temperature versus sublattice crystal field.
The remainder part of this work is organized as follows. In section 2, we define the model and present its mean-field solution based on the Bogoliubov inequality for the Gibbs free energy. In section 3, we present and discuss the obtained results. Finally, we conclude the present study in section 4.
The model and the mean-field solution
We consider the mixed-spin Blume-Capel Ising ferrimagnetic system whose Hamiltonian includes the bilinear interaction J between spins of the sublattices with spin-5/2 (sublattice A) and spin-7/2 (sublattice B) and the crystal field interaction constants D A and D B acting on the sublattice sites, respectively. This Hamiltonian is written as:
where each spin S i located at site i is a spin-5/2 with six discrete spin values, i.e., ±5/2, ±3/2 and ±1/2 and each spin σ j located at site j is a spin-7/2 that can take on eight discrete values ±7/2, ±5/2, ±3/2 and ±1/2. The most direct way of deriving the mean-field equations is to use the variational principle for the Gibbs free energy [32, 33] ,
where F(H) is the true free energy of the model described by the Hamiltonian given in (2.1). F 0 (H) is the average free energy calculated with a trial Hamiltonian H 0 which depends on variational parameters; H − H 0 0 denotes a thermal average of the value H − H 0 over the ensemble defined by the trial Hamiltonian H 0 .
In this work, we use one of the simplest choices for this trial Hamiltonian which is given by:
where α S and α σ are the two variational parameters related to the molecular field acting on the two different sublattices, respectively. Through this approach, we found the free energy and the equations of state (sublattice magnetizations per site m A and m B ) as follows:
where β = 1 k B T , N is the total number of sites of the lattice and q is the number of the nearest neighbours of every spin of the lattice. The sublattice magnetizations per site that appear in equation (2.4) are defined by:
Now, by minimizing the free energy in equation (2.4) with respect to α S and α σ , we obtain
The mean-field properties of the present model are given by equations (2.4)-(2.7). As the set of equations (2.5)-(2.7) have in general several solutions for the pair, the chosen pair is the one which minimizes the free energy.
In order to determine the compensation temperature, one should define the global magnetization M T of the model which is given by:
and study its behaviour with the temperature.
Numerical results and discussions
In the previous section, we have derived expressions for the free energy, sublattice and global magnetizations that would enable us to evaluate the transition temperatures for the mixed BC model. In this section, we show some results by solving them numerically. The computed data on the thermal variations of the order parameters which are the sublattice magnetizations are shown in figures 1 and 2 for selected values of the reduced crystal field strengths D A /|J | and D B /|J |. Thermal variations of magnetizations are very useful in constructing thermal phase diagrams. In figure 1 , D A /|J | is set to 0. As expected, with an increasing temperature, M 5/2 falls from its unique saturation value ±5/2, decreases monotonously and finally vanishes. On the contrary, M 7/2 shows seven saturation values with three hybrid ones: −3, −2, −1. Similar results have been reported in [30, 31] . For an in-depth understanding of these results, one should consider the problem from the energetic point of view and look for possible configurations at T = 0. As displayed in figure 1 of [30] , for D A /|J | = 0, one finds 33601-3 seven ground configurations comprising three hybrid ones which are associated with coexistence lines of stable thermodynamic phases.
In figure 2 , the effect of the crystal field D A /|J | is evaluated. Here, five saturation values are recovered for M 5/2 while M 7/2 shows a unique saturation value. These results look similar to those displayed in figure 1. Similar trends have been also reported in [30, 31] . Figure 3 illustrates, for D A /|J | = 4, the behaviour of the total magnetization per spin as a function of the temperature, for selected values of the reduced crystal field D B /|J |. It turns out that compensation phenomena exist in the model where the global magnetization vanishes below the critical temperature.
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Phase diagrams and critical behaviours of the mixed spin-5/2 and spin-7/2 Ising system The strength of the crystal field affects both compensation and critical temperatures (T comp and T c ). An increase of the absolute value of this field leads to a decrease of T comp . This behaviour also agrees with results from [34, 35] .
In figure 4 , the thermal variations of sublattice and global magnetizations and the free energy of the system for D A /|J | = D B /|J | = D/|J | − 1.85 are illustrated. An interesting trend is observed at low temperature: the existence of simultaneous jumps in four physical quantities. This is a strong proof of the existence of first-order transitions in the model for specific values of the model parameters. Such results are certainly the most exciting ones generated through the present study. The first-order transition temperature is indicated in figure 4 by T t . Figure 5 indicates the temperature-dependence of the global magnetization of the system. Obviously, six types of behaviours, namely Q-, R-, S-, N-, P-and L-types, are obtained according to their classification in the extended Néel nomenclature [36] [37] [38] .
The previous results on the thermal variations of the order parameters are useful in drawing the phase diagrams of the system. We present and illustrate these findings on the phase diagrams in the (D A /|J |, k B T/|J |) plane for constant values of D B /|J | and on the (D B /|J |, k B T/|J |) plane for constant values of D A /|J |. The case of equal strengths of the reduced crystal fields, D A = D B on the (D/|J |, k B T/|J |) plane was also investigated. In different phase diagrams constructed, the solid, dotted and dashed lines, respectively, denote second-order transition, first-order transition and compensation lines.
Through figure 6 , it emerges that the critical temperature T c , for not too large values of the sublattice crystal field decreases with decreasing values of the field strength. On the contrary, for relatively large values of the sublattice crystal field, it appears that the critical temperature becomes not sensitive to the strength of that field. Similar results have been reported in reference [39] where a new approach is used to generate the exact phase diagrams of the mixed spin-1/2 and spin-S Ising model on a square lattice. Therein, the derived exact critical temperature tends to the exact value of the nearest neighbour spin-1/2 Ising model obtained by Onsager [40] as D/J → −∞. In figure 6 (a The constant value of k B T c /|J | for negative values of D originates from the fact that the lattice spins have the values ±1/2 in this region, the system being in the antiferromagnetic (+1/2, −1/2) phase. The value 1.02 found is about twice the value 0.56 that we derived from MC calculations (not presented herein) on a system of size N = 100 using 10 5 MC steps per site. The MC result is of the order of the value 4k B T c /|J | = 2.104 found in reference [41] from an exact formulation of the spin-5/2 BC model. For large positive values of D, the system is in the phase (5/2, −7/2) and the limiting value for the critical temperature is again about twice the value 11.3 calculated in the above-mentioned reference. In figure 7 , we have depicted the phase diagram for the case of equal strengths of sublattice crystal fields. It turns out from the figure that when the value of the reduced crystal field D/|J | → ∞ (−∞), the second-order phase transition temperature reaches the limiting values at about 25.22 (1.02). It is important to mention that figure 7 presents some resemblances with figure 10 of [42] . Moreover, the system exhibits a first-order transition at low temperature and negative values of the crystal field. The corresponding transition line ends at D/|J | = −2.0 and does not connect to the second-order line to generate a tricritical point. This line presents some resemblances with the first-order transition line illustrated in figure 1 of [43] . 
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Conclusion
In this work, we examined the magnetic and critical properties of the mixed spin-5/2 and spin-7/2 Blume-Capel Ising system using the mean-field theory. The thermal variations of the order parameters have been shown. The behaviour of the global magnetization has been elucidated using the extended Néel classification nomenclature. Thus, Q-, R-, S-, N-, P-and L-types of compensation behaviours are got for appropriate values of the system parameters. Our results are in qualitative agreement with those computed by Monte Carlo simulations in reference [30] . In particular our figures 1; 2; 3 bear resemblances respectively with figures 6 and 7; 2 and 4; 9 of that reference. More interesting is the existence of the firstorder transitions that we detected in the low temperature regime while analyzing the system behaviour for the case of equal crystal field strengths for both sublattices. Second-order phase transitions are also present with the existence of compensation points. Corresponding lines in the model parameters' space have been presented.
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